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ABSTRACT
Nonstandard parafermions are built and their central charges and dimensions
are calculated. We then construct new N = 2 superconformal field theories by
tensoring the parafermions with a free boson. We study the spectrum and mod-
ular transformations of these theories. Superstring and heterotic strings in four
dimensions are then obtained by tensoring the new superconformal field theories
along with some minimal models. The generations and antigenerations are stud-
ied. We give an example of the 12(5, 7) theory which is shown to have three net
generations.
1. Introduction.
Supersymmetric heterotic string theories, in four dimensions, have the potential
for a string theory description of the particle spectrum. Here we describe new
such string theories. We have an infinite number of models, which provide a vast
playground for exploring string phenomenology.
The construction is based on the generalization of Zamolodchikov and Fateev
(ZF) standard parafermions [1]. We, first, build the nonstandard parafermions and
calculate the central charges and the dimensions in these theories. Precisely for
the central charge we find we may construct N = 2 superconformal field theories,
by adding one free boson at a certain radius. This mimics the construction from
standard parafermions of the minimal N = 2 superconformal field theories [2].
Space time supersymmetric heterotic–like compactifications in four dimensions
can be achieved by means of an N = 2 superconformal field theory on the world
sheet with the total central charge 9. These are the so called N = 2 string theories
[3] (for a review see [4]). The original examples were constructed by tensoring the
N = 2 minimal models. We follow the, so called, beta method to construct the
superstring and heterotic string compactifications to any even dimension. To get
heterotic string we use the heterotic map [3].
This procedure results in full fledged and fully consistent string theories in four
dimensions. The theories have a gauge symmetry group which contains E8 × E6
along with chiral fermions in the 27 and 2¯7 of E6. Thus, these new theories are
candidates to describe the known particle spectrum. In section (5), we give an
example of the theory 12(5, 7) which is shown to have four generations and one
antigeneration, and is thus a good candidate for phenomenology.
In ref. [5] a connection between N = 2 string theory and Calabi–Yau geometry
was discussed. Compactifications on these manifolds were originally discussed by
Candelas et al. [6]. In ref. [5] it was conjectured that all N = 2 string theories
can be viewed as compactifications on some Calabi–Yau manifold. For example,
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the theory 35 (five copies of the third minimal model) was shown to correspond to
the quintic hypersurface in CP 4 [5].
Thus, it is an interesting question what manifolds correspond to the new string
theories described here. We address this question in the discussion.
2. Nonstandard parafermions and
N = 2 superconformal field theory.
The idea is to generalize the construction of the minimal N = 2 supercon-
formal field theory, using nonstandard parafermions. Specifically, we have for the
parafermions, ψn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, the following dimension formula, ∆n =
∆N−n and
∆n = mn(N − n)/N +Mn. (2.1)
The standard case corresponds to m = 1 and Mn = 0.
The parafermions are field ψi(z) such that i is defined modulo N and ψi(z)
carries the ZN charge i. We also assume ψ
†
i (z) = ψN−i(z).
The parafermions obey the operator products as follows,
ψi(z)ψj(w) = ci,j
ψi+j(w)
(z − w)∆i+∆j−∆i+j , (2.2)
up to higher order terms, and ci,j are some constants, for i+ j 6= 0modN . Also,
ψi(z)ψN−i(w) =
1
(z − w)2∆i
[
1 + (2∆i/c)(z − w)2Tψ(w)
]
, (2.3)
up to higher order terms. Here c is the central charge of the theory and Tψ(w) is
the stress tensor. In the subsequent discussion we will specialize to the case where
1 < ∆1 < 3/2 and
4∆1 −∆2 = 2. (2.4)
Other cases are relevant, but we shall not deal with them here, see, for example, [7].
We leave the rest of the dimensions, ∆3,∆4, . . . ,∆N−3, determined only up to some
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unknown integers, which are presumably specified by the unitarity requirement of
the theory.
We consider the 2r point function,
〈
ψ1(z1)ψ1(z2) . . . ψ1(zr)ψ
†
1(w1)ψ
†
1(w2) . . . ψ
†
1(wr)
〉
. (2.5)
We define the rational negative number M by
M =
1
1−∆1 . (2.6)
The case of M positive integer is the standard parafermions case. If we multiply
this correlation function by
r∏
i=2
(z1 − zr)2/M
r∏
j=1
(z1 − wj)−2/M , (2.7)
we get an analytic function in the variable z1. This correlation function, as a
function of z1, is then determined by the residues in the complex plane, and it
vanishes as z1 →∞.
This leads to the following relation,
〈
ψ1(z1) . . . ψ1(zr)ψ
†
1(w1) . . . ψ
†
1(wr)
〉
=
r∏
i=2
(z1 − zr)−2/M
r∏
j=1
(z1 − wj)2/M
r∑
k=1
{
1
(z1 − wk)2
+
2/M
(z1 − wk)
[ r∑
l=2
1
wk − zl
−
r∑
m=1
m6=k
1
wk − wm
]}
×
r∏
q=2
(zq − wk)2/M
k−1∏
p=1
(wp − wk)−2/M
r∏
s=k+1
(wk − ws)−2/M
〈
ψ1(z2) . . . ψ1(zr)ψ
†
1(w1) . . . ψ
†
1(wk−1)ψ
†
1(wk+1) . . . ψ
†
1(wr)
〉
,
(2.8)
which expresses the 2r correlation function, in terms of the 2r − 2 correlation
function. In fact, this formula is identical to the one found by ZF, ref. [1], eq.
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(3.12) there, for the standard parafermions, where M is a positive integer. The
only difference is that now M is allowed to be a negative rational number. The
central charge of the theory is obtained by evaluating the four point function, and
we find
c =
2(M − 1)
M + 2
=
2∆1
3− 2∆1 . (2.9)
Again this is the same central charge of standard prafermions if we identify M as
the positive integer N . In light of this analogy, we may speculate that the new
parafermions are some sort of analytic continuation of the standard parafermions.
Note that the condition eq. (2.4) is enough to determine all the correlators eq.
(2.5), for any rational value of the dimension ∆1. We choose 1 < ∆1 < 3/2 since
this is the window of unitarity of the theory. For ∆1 > 3/2 the central charge eq.
(2.9) is negative so clearly the theory cannot be unitary. For ∆1 < 1/2 either ∆1 or
∆2 are negative so, again, the theory cannot be unitary. Finally, for 1/2 ≤ ∆1 < 1
the theory can be completed to an SU(2) affine theory, in the standard way, whose
level is M . Since SU(2) is unitary only for positive integer level M , this implies
that the only unitary models, with ∆1 < 1, are the standard ZF parafermions.
Non–unitary models are also interesting. However, for our purpose, building string
theories, unitary models are required and so we impose the condition 1 < ∆1 < 3/2.
For this exact central charge, eq. (2.9), the parafermions can be completed to
an N = 2 superconformal field theory by adding one boson, as in the standard
case,
G+(z) =
√
2(c+ 1)
3
ψ1(z) : e
iβφ(z) :,
G−(z) =
√
2(c+ 1)
3
ψ1(z)
† : e−iβφ(z) :,
J(z) = iβ−1∂φ,
T (z) = Tψ(z)− 1
2
: (∂φ)2 :,
(2.10)
where φ(z) is a canonical free boson and we choose, β2/2 + ∆1 = 3/2. Here T (z)
is the stress tensor, J(z) is the U(1) charge and G±(z) are the superpartners of
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the stress tensor.
To find the spectrum of the theory, we proceed as in the case of the standard
parafermions. We suppose that the dimension of the first parafermion is
∆1 = −m
N
modZ, (2.11)
where m and N are strange integers and 1 < ∆1 <
3
2 . We divide the Hilbert space
according to the ZN × Z¯N charges {k, l},
{F} = 1
2
⊕
N≥q,q¯≥1−N
q+q¯∈2Z
{Fq,q¯}, (2.12)
where [q, q¯] = [k + l, k − l]. The field ρk,k¯ ∈ Fk,k¯ will then have the spin,
sk,k¯ = −
m(k2 − k¯2)
4N
modZ, (2.13)
and the mutual semi–locality exponent between the fields ρk,k¯ and ρq,q¯ will then
be
γq,q¯
k,k¯
= −m(kq − k¯q¯)/(2N), (2.14)
which is the phase we have when circling one of the fields around the other. The
parafermions themselves ψk are in the space F2k,0. The spin fields σk, and its dual
µk are in the representations Fk,k and Fk,−k, respectively.
We define the generators of the parafermionic algebra, through the OPE,
ψ1(z)ρk,k¯(0) =
∞∑
r=−∞
z−[mk/N ]−fk+r−1A 1+k
N
−rρk,k¯(0), (2.15)
and
ψ†1(z)ρk,k¯(0) =
∞∑
r=−∞
z[mk/N ]+fˆk+r−1A†1−k
N
−r
ρk,k¯(0). (2.16)
[x] is defined as the fractional part of x, [x] = xmodZ and 0 < [x] ≤ 1, and
[0] = 0. fk and fˆk are some integers to be determined, f0 = fˆ0 = 0. Together A
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and A† generate the parafermionic algebra. Note that for the sake of brevity, the
index of the operators A 1+k
N
−r and A
†
1−k
N
−r
do not correspond to the increment of
dimension when acting with the operator, and is just a notation for keeping track
of the sector. The dimension increment follows from eqs. (2.15,2.16).
By considering the path integral
∮
dz1
2πi
∮
dz2
2πi
ψ1(z1)ψ
†
1(z2)z
[km/N ]+n+fk
1 z
−[km/N ]+r−fˆk
2 (z1 − z2)−(3−2∆1)ρk,k¯(0),
(2.17)
where the exponents were chosen to make the integral single valued, we get the
generalized commutation relation of the parafermionic operators A and A†,
∞∑
l=0
C l−(3−2∆1)
(
A− 1−k
N
+n−l−1A
†
1−k
N
+r+l+1
− A†
− k+1
N
+r−l
A 1+k
N
+n+l
)
= (2.18)
(3−2∆1)Ln+r+fk−fˆk +
1
2
(n+ fk+[km/N ])(n−1+ fk+[km/N ])δn+r+fk−fˆk,0,
where we have the coefficients,
C lλ =
Γ(l − λ)
l!Γ(−λ) . (2.19)
Similarly we get the generalized commutation relations of the A’s with themselves,
∞∑
l=0
C l2−2∆1
(
A(3+k)/N+n−lA(1+k)/N+r+l − A(3+k)/N+r−lA(1+k)/N+n+l
)
= 0.
(2.20)
Similar result holds for the operators of the type A†.
We define the spin field σk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , by the relation,
A(1+k)/N+n−fkσk = A
†
(1−k)/N+n+1+fˆk
σk = 0, (2.21)
where n ≥ 0. Similar relation holds for the right moving part. By applying eq.
7
(2.18), with n = −fk and r = fˆk, we find the dimensions of the spin fields,
dk =
[mk/N ](1 − [mk/N ])
2(3− 2∆1) . (2.22)
We define the rest of the primary fields by acting on σk(z) with the parafermionic
generators A and A†. We have a series of fields φkq (z) where φ
k
q = φ
k
q+2N and q is
defined modulo 2N , given by
φkk+2l = A(k−1+2l)/N−fk−1A(k−1+2l−2)/N−fk−1 . . . A(1+k)/N−fk−1σk, (2.23)
where l = 0, 1, . . . , N − k. This field has the left dimension
∆kk+2l = dk +m
l(N − k − l)
N
, (2.24)
and
φkk−2l = A
†
−(1+k−2l)/N+fˆk
A†
−(1+k+2−2l)/N+fˆk
. . . A†
(1−k)/N+fˆk
σk, (2.25)
where l = 0, 1, . . . , k. The left dimension is
∆kk−2l = dk +m
l(k − l)
N
. (2.26)
The dimensions are defined up to an integer which we do not know, except for the
spin and dual spin fields whose dimensions are known exactly, eq. (2.22). Similar
fields are obtain by acting with the right moving parafermions. In the sequel we
will denote the two fields eq. (2.23,2.25) as φkl where we redefined l instead of
k ± 2l. Of course, the field is defined only for k + l = 0mod 2 and is assumed as
zero otherwise. The integers fk are such that ∆1 +∆k = ∆k+1 + [2km/N ] + f2k,
where ∆k is the dimension of the parafermion ψk. Analogous relation holds for fˆk.
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Let us turn now to the N = 2 superconformal field theory, where the algebra
was defined by eq. (2.10). The general primary field of the theory has the form,
Λkq (z) = φ
k
q (z) : e
iγqφ(z) :, (2.27)
where γq is given from locality with G±(z), and is given in the NS sector by,
γq =
1
β
[mq
N
]
, (2.28)
and it has the U(1) charge
Qkq =
1
β2
[mq
N
]
, (2.29)
and the dimension,
Dkq = γ
2
q/2 + ∆
k
q . (2.30)
The chiral fields are the fields which obey Dkq = Q
k
q/2, and it is easy to see that
these are precisely the fields obtained when q = k and they have the dimensions
and U(1) charges,
Qkk =
c+ 1
3
[
mk
N
]
, (2.31)
Dkk =
c+ 1
6
[
mk
N
]
, (2.32)
and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N . We see that we have exactly N + 1 chiral fields, which is
the Witten index of the theory, and the top one has the U(1) charge (1 + c)/3,
as it should. This indicates, although we have not proven this, that the theory is
unitary, as we seem to get a consistent unitary N = 2 superconformal field theory.
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3. The characters and the partition functions.
We denote the primary fields of the parafermionic theory as
Φkl (z), (3.1)
in view of eqs. (2.23,2.25), k + l = 0mod 2, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N and l is defined
modulo 2N . The dimension of this field is
∆kl = dk +
mk2
4N
− ml
2
4N
, (3.2)
up to an integer, where dk was given by eq. (2.22). We define the character of the
representations of the parafermionic algebra by
ckl (τ) = Tr
Hkl
e2πiτ (L0−c/24), (3.3)
where L0 is the dimension operator and the Hilbert space Hkl is the space of all
the descendants by integer dimensions products of the A operators on the field Φkl .
In light of the dimension formula eq. (3.2), the following relation is suggested for
the characters,
∑
lmod 2N
ckl (τ)Θ
(m)
l,N (τ)/η(τ)
f = Bk(τ), (3.4)
where Θ
(m)
l,N (τ) is a level N SU(2) theta function at pseudo level m. Strictly
speaking, this theta function is defined only for m which is odd. When m is even,
a different theta function has to be chosen. Thus, in the sequel, we shall assume
that m is odd. We believe, however, that the subsequent results hold also for even
m, with some necessary changes.
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The modular transformations of this theta function are
Θ
(m)
l,N (τ + 1) = e
2πi∆lΘ
(m)
l,N (τ), (3.5)
where
∆l =
ml2
4N
, (3.6)
and
Θ
(m)
l,N (−1/τ) = (−iτ)f/2
∑
rmod 2N
Sr,lΘ
(m)
r,N (τ), (3.7)
where the matrix Sl,r is given by
Sl,r =
1√
2N
e−πimlr/N , (3.8)
and f is the dimension of the bosonic lattice (equal to the central charge of the
bosons). The actual character is obtained by dividing the theta function, Θ
(m)
l,N by
η(τ)f , which is the contribution to the partition function of the bosonic creation
operators. The Bk are conjectured to be the characters of some unknown theory.
We know just the dimensions of the characters Bk which are
bk = dk +
mk2
4N
, (3.9)
up to an integer. We propose that the Bk’s form a representation of the modular
group,
Bk(−1/τ) =
∑
k,p
Wk,pB
k(τ), (3.10)
where Wk,p is some unitary and symmetric matrix, as yet unknown. In what
follows, we shall not require the explicit form of Wk,p. The theta functions Θ
(m)
l,N
can be realized as ordinary theta functions on some lattice. According to ref. [8]
such a realization of Θ(m) as an ordinary theta function on some lattice is always
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possible. However, many lattices give the same modular transformations and we do
not know the one suitable in eq. (3.4). In the sequel, for the purpose of building the
string theory partition function, we shall require only the modular transformations
of χkl , which are given, in light of eq. (3.4) by
ckl (τ + 1) = e
2πi(∆kl −c/24)ck,l(τ), (3.11)
ckl (−1/τ) =
1√
2N
N∑
p=0
∑
rmod 2N
Wp,ke
πimrl/Ncpr(τ). (3.12)
A modular invariant for the parafermionic system is defined by a positive in-
teger matrix Mk,pl,r such that the partition function
Z =
N∑
k,p=0
∑
l,rmod 2N
Mk,pl,r c
k
l (τ)c
p
r(τ)
†, (3.13)
is modular invariant. Given a modular invariant of the Bk system, denoted by the
positive matrix Nk,p and a modular invariant of the level N theta functions, Dl,r
(which were all classified in ref. [9]) we can build the parafermionic invariant, the
array M , as following,
Mk,pl,r =
1
2
Nk,pDl,r, (3.14)
where the half accounts for the field identifications. Namely, the fields in the
character ckl (τ)c
p
r(τ¯ ) are the same fields when we take, k → N − k, p → N − p,
l → l+N and r → N + r. This is consistent with the formula for the dimensions,
eq. (3.2).
The only known invariant for the Bk system, at the present, is the diagonal
one,
Nk,p = δk,p. (3.15)
Let us turn now to the N = 2 superconformal field theory built out of these
parafermionic field theories. We wish to compute the characters of the represen-
tations. It is convenient to consider the action of G2± in the construction of the
12
representations. We then have four sectors s = 0, 2 for the NS sector and s = 1, 3
for the Ramond sector, where s is defined modulo 4. We denote the character
accordingly as
χ
k(s)
q (τ) (3.16)
where k and q label the parafermionic field φkq tensored with some bosonic operator.
The U(1) charge, up to an even integer, and the dimension, up to an integer, are
then all the same inside each such representation and are given by,
J
k(s)
q =
1
β2
[mq/N ]− s/2, (3.17)
is the U(1) charge, and the dimension is,
∆
k(s)
q = dk +
mk2
4N
− m(q − s)
2
4N
+
1
2
(
1
β
[mq/N ]− sβ
2
)2
. (3.18)
Here we demand k + q + s = 0mod 2.
To get the characters χ
k(s)
q (τ) we note that acting with G
2N
± leaves us within
the same representation, or we are allowed a shift in the bosonic momenta of
p → p + 2Nβ, inside each representation. This implies that the characters are
expressed in terms of level l = 2N2β2 SU(2) classical theta functions, defined by
θn,l(τ) =
∑
j= n
2l
modZ
e2πiτ lj
2
. (3.19)
The modular transformations of the theta function are given by eqs. (3.5,3.7) when
substituting m = 1,
θn,l(τ) = Θ
(1)
n,l (τ). (3.20)
We can also act with G2+ which gives a simultaneous shift of q → q + 4 and for
the momenta by p→ p+ 2β. All this implies that the characters are given by the
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following important formula,
χ
k(s)
q =
1
η(τ)
∑
jmodN
ckq+4j−s(τ)θ2sq+Nβ2(4j−s),2N2β2(τ), (3.21)
where sq is an integer defined by
sq = N [mq/N ]. (3.22)
We have for the dimension of the first parafermion, ∆1,
∆1 = 2− m
N
, (3.23)
where m is an integer strange to N , such that N/2 < m < N . Then β is
β2 =
2m−N
N
, (3.24)
and the central charge of the theory is
cˆ = c+ 1 =
3N
2m−N . (3.25)
The level of the theta function is thus,
l = 2N2β2 = 2N(2m−N), (3.26)
and Nβ2 = 2m − N . The U(1) charge of the fields in the character χk(s)q then
assumes the form
J
k(s)
q = −s
2
+
N
2m−N [mq/N ], (3.27)
up to an even integer.
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From the character formula, eq. (3.21), we find the dimensions of the fields
appearing in the character. These are
dk +
mk2
4N
− m(q + 4j − s)
2
4N
+
(2sq +Nβ
2(4j − s))2
8N2β2
. (3.28)
Remarkably, this dimension can be written up to an integer as
dk +
mk2
4N
− (s+ 2rq)
2
8
+
m(q + 2rq)
2
4(2m−N) , (3.29)
where rq is an integer defined by
[mq/N ] = mq/N + rq. (3.30)
This implies that the characters can be expressed, as far as the dimensions are
concerned, as
∑
smod 4
χ
k(s)
q (τ)θs+2rq,2(τ) = B
kΘ
(m)
q+2rq,2m−N
(τ)/η(τ)f−1, (3.31)
where the pseudo theta function, Θ(m), was defined, through its modular transfor-
mations, by eqs. (3.5,3.7). This also implies, because of the appearance of the theta
functions in eq. (3.31), that the theory has the discrete symmetry Z2 × Z2m−N ,
which will be of importance when discussing the string theory compactifications.
The U(1) charge, up to an even integer, is written in terms of these variables as
J
k(s)
q = −s + 2rq
2
+
m(q + 2rq)
2m−N . (3.32)
To substantiate this character relation, eq. (3.21), we need to verify, also, the
behavior under the modular transformation S : τ → −1/τ . However, since the
q and s variables transform under modular transformations as theta functions,
which are essentially free massless bosons, and the matrix S can be written as
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exp[−2πi(∆λ+µ − ∆λ − ∆µ)], where ∆ is the dimension, for some vectors λ and
µ, it is enough to check the dimensions and then invariance under S will follow
from that. We conclude that as far as modular transformations are concerned
the character relation eq. (3.31) holds. We emphasize that we do not know the
appropriate realization for the theta function at pseudo level m, Θ(m). Namely,
Θ(m) is an ordinary theta function on some lattice, which we do not know. In the
sequel, however, we will only require the modular transformations, since our focus
will be on building the string theory partition function, along with analyzing its
massless spectrum.
It is easy now to classify the modular invariants of these N = 2 superconformal
field theories. To do this define the ‘shifted’ character,
χˆ
k(s)
q (τ) = χ
k(s+2rq)
q+2rq
(τ). (3.33)
A modular invariant of the theory is obtained by requiring the modular invariance
of the partition function
N∑
k,k′=0
∑
s,s′mod 4
∑
q,q′mod 4m−2N
R
k(s)k′(s′)
qq′ χˆ
k(s)
q (τ)χˆ
k′(s′)
q′ (τ)
†, (3.34)
where R
k(s)k′(s′)
qq′ is an array of non–negative integers. We can then write a solution
for the multiplicities array, R, in terms of the theta function invariants,
R
k(s)k′(s′)
qq′ =
1
2
Nk,k′S
2
s,s′S
2m−N
q,q′ , (3.35)
where Nk,k′ is a modular invariant of the B
k field theory, and Slq,q′ denotes the
modular invariants of the theta function at the level l. The latter were all classified
in ref. [9]. In special cases there might be additional invariants such as orbifolds of
the combined discreet symmetries Z2 × Z2m−N . The factor 12 is for the presumed
field identifications. Namely, we get the same field when we take k → N − k,
q → q+ 2m−N and s→ s+2, simultaneously on both the right and left movers.
This is consistent with the dimension formula, eq. (3.29).
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4. New string compactifications.
We turn now to building the string theory partition function. We assume
that we have several models of the new parafermionic N = 2 superconformal
field theories, denoted by the two strange integers, mi and Ni, i = 1, 2, . . . n,
where mi obeys, Ni/2 < mi < Ni. The dimension of the first parafermion is
∆i1 = 2 −mi/Ni. The central charges of the N = 2 superconformal field theories
are ci = 3Ni/(2mi−Ni). We also allow to tensor along with these theories minimal
N = 2 superconformal field theories, labeled by the integers ki where i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
We wish to build a consistent string compactification to D dimensions, where of
main interest is the case of four dimensions, D = 4. The number of transverse
dimensions is d = D − 2, in the light cone gauge. Then the condition for the
central charge becomes,
12 =
3d
2
+
r∑
i=1
3ki
ki + 2
+
n∑
i=1
3Ni
2mi −Ni . (4.1)
To build this theory we follow the method of ref. [3]. We employ the so called
beta method to get space time supersymmetric D dimensional superstring theory,
where D is assumed to be even. The characters of the minimal models are denoted
by ψ
li(si)
mi (τ) where 0 ≤ li ≤ ki and mi is defined modulo 2(ki + 2) and s, modulo
4, labels the sector, mi + li + si = 0mod 2. The character ψ obeys the formula
∑
fimod 2(ki+2)
ψ
li(si)
fi
(τ)θfi,ki+2(τ) = A
li,ki(τ)θsi,2(τ), (4.2)
where the θl,n(τ) denotes the level n SU(2) classical theta function, defined by eq.
(3.19), and Ali,ki(τ), li = 0, 1, . . . , ki is the character of the representation with
isospin li/2 of the affine SU(2) WZW theory, at the level ki. From the eq. (4.2) it
follows that under modular transformations the indices si behave like level 2 theta
functions and the indices fi behave like level −(ki + 2) theta functions.
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The characters of the new N = 2 superconformal field theories are denoted
by χˆ
li(si)
fi
(τ), where i = 1, 2, . . . , n. From, eq.(3.31) it follows that the indices si
behave like level −2 theta functions, under modular transformations, whereas the
indices fi behave like level (2mi − Ni)/mi theta functions. To these indices, we
also tensor the world sheet fermions degrees of freedom, expressed by an SO(d),
level 1 theta function θλ,SO(d),
θλ,SO(d)(τ) =
∑
µ∈λ+M
eπiτµ
2
, (4.3)
where M is the root lattice of SO(d) and the representation λ is, in the NS sector:
0 for the singlet, v for the vector representation; in the R sector: s and s¯ for the
spinor and antispinor representations.
Let us describe the beta method. Denote by
Z~v,~n =
n∏
i=1
θvi,ni(τ), (4.4)
a product of the theta functions. We define the scalar product by,
~v · ~u =
n∑
i=1
viui
2ni
, (4.5)
where ni can be any rational number (formally). We choose a vector β such that
β · β is an odd integer. A fermionic generalized character is then defined by
Zˆ~v =
∑
b∈Z
(−1)bZ
~v+b~β,~n
(τ), (4.6)
provided that ~β · ~v + 1/2 ∈ Z. Zˆ~v then forms a unitary representation of the
modular group. We get a modular invariant partition function by multiplying
∑
~β·~v+1/2∈Z
Zˆ~v(τ)Zˆ~v(τ)
†. (4.7)
We can also add g bosonic beta vectors ~βp, where p is 1, 2, . . . , g, such that ~βp · ~βp
is an even integer. We also demand ~βp · ~βq and ~β · βp are all integers. Denote by
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Q the lattice generated by β and βp. Then the ‘generalized’ character is
Zˆv(τ) =
∑
~u∈Q
Z~v+~u, (4.8)
provided that v obeys
~β · ~v + 1/2 ∈ Z, and ~βp · ~v ∈ Z. (4.9)
will form a unitary representation of the modular group transforming by
Zˆ~v(τ + 1) = e
πi~v·~vZˆ~v(τ), (4.10)
Under S : τ → −1/τ the generalized character transforms by
Zˆ~v(−1/τ) = C(−iτ)f/2
∑
~u
e−2πi~v·~uZˆ~u(τ), (4.11)
where f is the central charge of the bosonic system and C is some constant deter-
mined by unitarity. ~u obeys the same integrality condition, eq. (4.9). It means
that Zˆ~u(τ) forms a unitary representation of the modular group (when divided by
η(τ)f ). Thus, we get a modular invariant partition function by the sum,
Zˆ = |η(τ)|−2f
∑
~v
~β·~v+1/2∈Z
~βp·~v∈Z
Zˆ~v(τ)Zˆ~v(τ)
†. (4.12)
Let us return now to the string theory partition function. We have a tensor
product of the d transverse superstring fermions, along with r minimal models and
n new N = 2 superconformal field theories. We assume that the central charge
condition, eq. (4.1), holds. We define the generalized character of this system by
Z
~l
~v = θv1,SO(d)
r∏
i=1
ψ
li(vi+r+1)
vi+1
n∏
i=1
χˆ
li+r(vi+2r+1+n)
vi+2r+1 , (4.13)
where ~l is an n+ r long vector carrying the ‘affine’ indices, and ~v is an 1+2(n+ r)
long vector carrying the theta function indices, ψ denotes the characters of the
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r minimal models, and χˆ denotes the shifted characters of the n nonstandard
superconformal models.
We also define a modular invariant for the ‘affine’ system. This is a product of n
level ki SU(2) modular invariants, denoted by Bli,l¯i , where li, l¯i are integers obeying
0 ≤ li, l¯i ≤ ki. The invariants for the SU(2) affine system are labeled by ADE refs.
[9, 10]. We also take an invariant for the new superconformal models Ali+r,l¯i+r ,
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, for the ‘B theory’ indices. The only known invariant, at the
present, for the B theories is the diagonal one,
Ak,k¯ = δk,k¯. (4.14)
We now employ the beta method to get a space time supersymmetric string
theory in D = d+ 2 dimensions. The scalar product in this case becomes,
~v · ~u = v1 · u1 +
r∑
i=1
− vi+1ui+1
2(ki + 2)
+
r∑
i=1
vi+r+1ui+r+1
4
+ (4.15)
n∑
i=1
mivi+2r+1ui+2r+1
2(2mi −Ni) +
n∑
i=1
−vi+2r+n+1ui+2r+n+1
4
.
For the vector ~β we take β1 = s, the spinor representation (for the transverse
fermions) and
βi = −1, i = 2, 3, . . . , r + 1, (4.16)
and is 1 everywhere else. We can calculate
~β · ~β = d
8
+
r∑
i=1
(
− 1
2(ki + 2)
+
1
4
)
+
n∑
i=1
(
mi
2(2mi −Ni) −
1
4
)
=
ctot
12
= 1, (4.17)
where ctot is the total central charge. We conclude that the vector ~β has length one
as required from the fermionic beta method. Moreover, the condition, eq. (4.9),
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becomes for this beta ~β~v + 1/2 ∈ Z. It can be seen that ~β~v is half the total U(1)
charge of the representation Z
~l
~v. This is since the total U(1) charge is given by
J total~v = 2β · ~v = 2s · v1 +
r∑
i=1
vi+1
ki + 2
+
r∑
i=1
vi+r+1
2
+ (4.18)
n∑
i=1
mivi+2r+1
2mi −Ni −
n∑
i=1
vi+2r+n+1
2
,
up to an even integer and according to eq. (3.32). This means that the total U(1)
charge is guaranteed to be an odd integer. This is the hallmark of space time
supersymmetry for the superstring partition function.
To the vector ~β, we need to add g bosonic beta vectors, βp, p = 1, 2, . . . , g,
where g is the number of level ±2 theta functions. We take ~βp to be, vector on the
SO(d) theta function, 2 on the p’th level ±2 theta function and zero elsewhere. It
is easy to see that ~β2p is an even integer, and that
~βp~βq and ~βp~β are all integers,
for any p and q. The condition of the beta method on the representation Z
~l
~v then
reads: βp~v ∈ Z. This implies that v1 · s = vtmod2 for all the level ±2 theta
functions, denoted by t. This exactly ensures that states will be allowed only if the
subtheories are all in the NS sector or all are in the R sector. This ensures Lorenz
invariance of the string theory.
We denote the lattice generated by β and βp by Q. The superstring partition
function is then given by the beta method,
Zsuperstring =
∑
~v
~u∈Q
~vβ+1/2∈Z ~vβp∈Z
±A~l,~¯lZ
~l
~vZ
~¯l
~v+~u, (4.19)
where A~l,~¯l is the affine modular invariant, where we take any of the ADE solutions
for the SU(2) part, li where i = 1, 2 . . . , r and the diagonal modular invariant for
the B indices, li where i = r + 1, r + 2, . . . n + r. We ommited the contribution
of the transverse world sheet bosons. The sign in the partition function is ‘+’ for
space time bosons and ‘−’ for space time spinors, as required by spin and statistics.
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To get an heterotic like string theory in D dimension we use the so called
heterotic map, which takes us from a superstring theory to an heterotic one, ref.
[3]. The gauge group is chosen to be either G = SO(d+24) or G = E8×SO(8+d).
Denote by Zλ,λ¯ the partition function of the internal theory which couples to the
λ (λ¯) left SO(d) representation (right SO(d) representation), which are the left
and right world sheet fermions representations in the superstring. Denote by θλ,G
the four theta functions of the group G, ordered as 0, v, s, s¯ (singlet,vector,spinor,
antispinor). Then the matrix which implements the heterotic map sends the singlet
(vector) of SO(d) to the vector (singlet) of G, and changes the signs of the spinors
of G. It is given by
M =


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , (4.20)
Then the heterotic string partition function is given by
Zhet = |(Im τ)−d/2η(τ)−2d|
∑
λ,λ¯
θλ,SO(d)(τ)(MθG)
†
λ¯
(τ¯ )Zλ,λ¯(τ, τ¯). (4.21)
This partition function obeys spin and statistics and the condition for the left and
right central charges, which is 24 for the right movers (bosonic string) and 12 for
the left movers (fermionic string). This is a space time supersymmetric heterotic–
like partition function in D space–time dimensions. The gauge group contains in
four dimensions, D = 4, the groups E8 × E6 or SO(26). Thus, we arrive at new
string theories, which are fully consistent, full fledged theories.
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5. On the massless spectrum.
Let us turn now to the massless spectrum of these new string theories in four
dimensions. We have generations which are space time (left) chiral fermions in the
representation 27 of E6, along with anti–generations which are left moving fermions
in the representation 2¯7 of E6. In all N = 2 string theories, the generations
correspond to fields which are left and right chiral (denoted by (C,C)) which have
total U(1) charge 1 and dimension 12 , on both the left and right moving parts of
the internal conformal field theories. The antigenerations correspond, likewise, to
left chiral field and right anti–chiral (denoted as (C,A)), which have dimension 12
and U(1) charge −1 for the right moving part. Thus, we need to study the chiral
fields in each of the subtheories.
For the k’th N = 2 minimal superconformal model the chiral field is the lowest
dimensional field in the character,
ψ
p(0)
p (τ), (5.1)
where the character ψ was defined in eq. (4.2), and p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k. The U(1)
charge of this field is
Jkp =
p
k + 2
, (5.2)
and the dimension is half the U(1) charge. The anti–chiral field is the dagger field,
and it has the same dimension and opposite U(1) charge. The (C,C) fields of this
subtheory is an element of the representation ψ
p(0
p (τ)ψ
p(0)
p (τ)
† and we denote them
as
Φkp , p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k, JL = JR =
p
k + 2
. (5.3)
We assumed the diagonal modular invariant for the minimal model. Then there
are no fields of the type (C,A), in the model.
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The chiral fields of the (m,N) nonstandard N = 2 superconformal field theories
were given by eqs. (2.31,2.32). These are the fields which are the lowest dimensional
in the character χ
q(0)
q , q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , and their U(1) charges are, eq. (2.31),
Jm,Nq =
N
2m−N
[mq
N
]
, (5.4)
and their dimensions is half the U(1) charge. Again, we assume the diagonal
modular invariant for this field. The (C,C) fields of the theory belong to the
character χ
q(0)
q (τ)χ
q(0)
q (τ¯ ), q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , and are denoted by ρ
m,N
q . There are
no fields of the type (C,A) in this subtheory.
Let us turn now to the heterotic string theory in four dimensions. We assume
the diagonal modular invariant for all the subtheories,
A~l,~l =
n+r∏
i=1
δli,li. (5.5)
Again, we tensor r minimal models, labeled by ki, i = 1, 2, . . . , ki, along with n
nonstandard N = 2 models, labeled by (mi, Ni), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We build the
heterotic string theory as described above, eq. (4.21), using the beta method and
the heterotic map. Since the l indices are left right symmetric, the only (C,C)
fields in the internal theory are those inherited from the chiral fields in each of the
subtheories. These fields are
D~p,~q =
r∏
i=1
Φkipi
n∏
i=1
ρmi,Niqi , (5.6)
where
0 ≤ pi ≤ ki, and 0 ≤ qi ≤ Ni. (5.7)
The generations in the theory come from (C,C) fields whose U(1) charge is exactly
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1. These are the solutions of the equation
J =
r∑
i=1
Jkipi +
n∑
i=1
Jmi,Niqi = 1. (5.8)
Explicitly, this equation becomes,
r∑
i=1
pi
ki + 2
+
n∑
i=1
Ni
2mi −N
[
miqi
Ni
]
= 1. (5.9)
The generations in the string theory are in one to one correpondance with solutions
of this equation for pi and qi, which obey eq. (5.7). We denote the solutions as
(~p, ~q). For the diagonal modular invariant, there are no additional generations.
We emphasize that for non–diagonal modular invariants there may be additional
generations. The internal theory has the discrete symmetry group
G =
∏r
i=1 Zki+2 ×
∏n
i=1 Z2mi−Ni
(g)
, (5.10)
where (g) is the subgroup containing the n+r long vectors (~p, ~q) such that
∑
i
pi
ki+2
+∑
i
miqi
2mi−Ni
∈ Z. The division by (g) is due to the summation over β in the partition
function. When several of the subtheories are identical, the symmetry group, G,
will be enhanced by any permutation of the subtheories. According to eq. (3.31),
the discrete symmetry charge of the field D~p,~q is given by
pimod ki + 2, qi + 2rqi mod 2mi −Ni, (5.11)
where rq, was defined as the integer,
rq =
[mq
N
]
− mq
N
. (5.12)
We turn now to the anti–generations. We define the lattice Qˆ as the lattice
spanned by the n + r vector (−1−, 1, . . . ,−1, 1, 1, . . . , 1), where it is −1 for the
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first r indices, which is the lattice inherited from 2Q, where Q is the lattice used
in the beta method. We define also the lattice K spanned by the vectors ki+2 on
the ith model, and zero everywhere else, for i = 1, 2, . . . , r, along with the vectors
2mj −Nj on the jth nonstandard model, j = 1, 2, . . . n, and zero everywhere else.
The (C,A) fields are obtained from left chiral field along with its right dagger, such
that (~p, ~q) obeys the total left U(1) charge 1 and the total right U(1) charge −1.
In addition, these fields must be obtainable by the beta method. This implies,
(~p, ~q + 2~rq) ∈ Qˆ +K, (5.13)
where ~rq is the vector whose elements are rqi . So this vector must lie in the
combined lattice Qˆ + K. There are no additional antigenerations. We conclude
that the antigenerations are in one to one correspondence with solutions of the two
equations eqs. (5.9,5.13). The discrete symmetry charge of the anti–generations
is 0 for all the Zi groups. For non–diagonal modular invariants there may be
additional anti–generations.
Let us work out an example. Take m = 5 and N = 7. then the central charge
of this theory is given by, eq. (3.25),
c =
3N
2m−N = 7. (5.14)
To get cint = 9, needed to compactify to 4 dimensions, we can tensor, along, two
k = 1 minimal models, whose central charge is 1. We denote this theory as 12(5, 7).
The chiral fields of the (5, 7) subtheory are labeled by an integer q, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7.
Their U(1) charges, according to eq. (2.31), are
J5,7q =
N
2m−N
[mq
N
]
= 0, 5/3, 1, 1/3, 2, 4/3, 2/3, 7/3, (5.15)
for q = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, respectively. There are four solutions with total U(1)
charge 1, solving eq. (5.9). These are given by
(p1, p2, q) = (0, 0, 2), (0, 1, 6), (1, 0, 6), (1, 1, 3). (5.16)
We conclude that there are four generations in this model.
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For the anti–generations, we need any of the above solutions, eq. (5.16), which
lie in the Qˆ +K lattice, eq. (5.13). For this we calculate q + 2rq. It is, q + 2rq =
0, 1, 0, 5, 0, 3, 4, 5mod6, in the same order as above. With these values there is one
solution to eq. (5.13), with the values of (p1, p2, q) given in eq. (5.16). It is
(~p, ~q) = (1, 1, 3). (5.17)
We conclude that there is one antigenerations in this model. The net number of
generations, here, is thus three. This means that the model 12(5, 7) accurately
predicts the number of generations found in nature.
6. Discussion.
We described here the construction of new parafermionic theories labeled by
any two integers m and N , such that m and N are strange and N/2 < m < N .
The central charge of this rational theory is
c =
4N − 2m
2m−N . (6.1)
We see that we get for the central charges any rational number above two, c > 2.
We then tensor these new parafermions with a free boson to get new N = 2
superconformal field theories. This can be done for any m and N . The central
charge of the superconformal theory is cˆ = c+ 1 or,
cˆ =
3N
2m−N . (6.2)
Again, we get any rational central charge above three for these theories, cˆ > 3.
Next, we build string theories in even dimensions by tensoring several of the
new superconformal models, described here, along with several minimal supercon-
formal models. Following ref. [3], we get full fledged superstring and heterotic
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strings in four dimensions. In four dimensions the internal theory has central
charge 9,
9 =
r∑
i=1
3ki
ki + 2
+
n∑
j=1
3Nj
2mj −Nj . (6.3)
We see that we have an infinite number of solutions to this equation, and it follows
that there is an infinite number of such string theories.
The heterotic theories in four dimensions have a gauge group which includes
E8×E6. The massless spectrum includes some chiral fermions in the representation
27 of E6 (generations) and some chiral fermions in the 2¯7 of E6 (anti–generations).
We gave a formula for the generations, eq. (5.9), and antigenerations, eq. (5.13),
along with their discrete symmetry charges, eq. (5.11).
It was conjectured in ref. [3] that all the N = 2 string theories correspond to
compactification on some Calabi–Yau manifold, originally discussed by Candelas
et al. [6]. We propose to find the manifolds corresponding to the new string
theories discussed here. The generations in the geometric picture are elements of
the cohomology group H2,1, whose number is h2,1, and the antigenerations are
elements of the cohomology H1,1, whose number is h1,1. Thus, we know the Euler
number of the manifold χ = h2,1 − h1,1, along with the discrete symmetry group
and the representation of this discrete symmetry group on the elements of the
cohomology. This provides ample information about the conjectured manifold. At
the present we do not know of examples of such manifolds, describing these new
string theories, but we intend to further study this question in the future.
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